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Today's power grid has so many challenges in terms of centralized power gen-
eration, limited flow of information, limited support for power distribution, poor
management of peak loads and power disruptions. Due to these limitations sev-
eral organizations are working on Smart grid. As Smart grid consists of numerous
kind of heterogeneous devices which increase the complexity and inefficiency. To
cope with heterogeneity and provide interoperability for communication of these
devices, middleware is considered to be the best approach. There are so many mid-
dlewares that have been proposed so far but DDS middleware provides high level
of reliability and efficiency by addressing more performance metrics and several
QoS policies especially in real time and mission critical applications. DDS fulfills
almost all of the communication requirements of Smart grid due to rich set of QoS
xiv
policies. We have deployed DDS in generation side of Smart grid in which energy
renewables data is published to control and monitoring station. Similarly we have
considered Smart grid standard as ANSI C12.19 to deploy DDS in transmission
and consumption sides as well. Data structures are obtained to form topics over
DDS RTI Connext to establish communication and conduct experimental study to
analyze interoperability and other performance metrics. In the end we have com-
pared publish subscribe performance of DDS with SocketIO based client server
application in which DDS is proved to be a much better solution for Smart grid





The traditional power grid deals only with the data that it has supplied but obtain
no data in response for the delivery of energy and power. These responses are
much necessary to analyze the suitable tariffs for the customer and day to day
requirements for the shifting and changing of electricity. That is why to save the
resources, get the feedback of user data and to minimize the electricity consump-
tion, several efforts and attempts are being made by the researchers to shift from
regular Power grid to Smart grid. Smart grid is modern power grid that uses the
digital and analogue communication system to collect the information and then it
responds accordingly. In this way, it gathers the information from consumer and
suppliers in an automated way thus ensures the reliability, efficiency, economics,
scalability and sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity [1].
A rough sketch of Smart grid is shown in Figure 1.1. For this advancement sev-
eral modifications of existing elements or new elements are required to upgrade
the entire system. Among these elements, need of middleware is much essential
1
Figure 1.1: Smart Grid Overview
to establish the communication among several already used devices like embed-
ded systems for power transmission [2]. Smart grid depends entirely upon the
communication of numerous state of the art devices. These devices are heteroge-
neous in nature so as to provide interoperability, establish reliable communication
among these devices and to provide Quality of Services (QoSs), the middleware
architecture is the best solution so far. Various middlewares for Smart grid com-
munication have been proposed by the researchers along with comparative studies
to analyze which middleware addresses which kind of performance matrices. As
Data Distribution Service (DDS) provides almost every kind of performance met-
rics so we considered DDS middleware to conduct experimental study over Smart
grid. DDS communication model is based on publish subscribe architecture so we
considered Smart grid devices as publisher and subscriber applications to commu-
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nicate with each other. ANSI C12.19 standard and energy renewables are used
to get data structure to build topics to establish communication among these de-
vices by setting certain QoS contracts provided by DDS. RTI Connext is used
to perform publish subscribe communication and to conduct several experimental
analysis that include interoperability, throughput, jitter, latency etc.
1.1 Limitations of existing power grids
Currently, central power plant is responsible for electricity generation for power
grid. Electricity then transferred to end users over transmission lines. From
generation sides, voltages have to be stepped up for power transmission and then
stepped down at power grids, it may stepped down again for the utilization of
end user customers. In this phenomenon of transferring power from far locations
to end users, a lot of line losses occur which ultimately causes rapid increase
in costs as well as wastage of resources. Moreover, current power grids do not
accommodate such latest technological trends so that they may become a part of
advanced economy, energy generation and conservation. There are some major
issues and restraints in current power grids that are discussed below [3] [4] [5].
1.1.1 Centralized generation
Power grids that are currently being utilized, have centralized generation that
means it can only generate power in one location or a few and has to deliver it
in vast areas to meet consumer needs. Centralized generation causes line losses,
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difficult maintenance due to huge capacity and no backup for power generation
in case of shutdown. Centralized generation must be converted to, or accommo-
dated with distributed generation with energy renewables such as solar rooftops,
bioenergy and wind turbines. Consumers must also have the capability to send
excessive electricity to power grid which is called net metering.
1.1.2 Limited flow of information
Bidirectional flow of information among consumer and power grid does not exists
to communicate effectively. In this way all of the information from consumer
side mostly, cannot reach to power grid management which is much essential for
robustness and efficiency.
1.1.3 Delivery system restraints
Now a days, engineers are using Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System
(SCADA) for electricity transmission at an advanced level but it consumes a lot of
bandwidth. This huge bandwidth consumption may result in low data rate which
results in low efficiency and delay to respond for an alarm and state change for
feedback systems.
1.1.4 Poor supply demand management
Due to dynamic behavior of delivery costs and electricity needs, it is necessary to
have efficient demand response, supply and management for power transmission.
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Current power grids have poor efficiency, advance supply mechanisms and man-
agement for peak loads, therefore, they suffer with high cost, poor emissions and
low power delivery.
1.1.5 Power interruptions, blackouts and outages
Due to lack of back up for power generation and transmission, consumers and
end users suffer a lot with power outages, interruptions and blackouts. Mostly
under developed countries facing this problem due to mismanagement of power
systems [3]. USA alone suffers with the cost of about 150 billion dollars per
year for such problems [3]. Industries are the biggest victims that contribute to
economy heavily which is a huge country level set back [5].
1.2 Smart Grid
As regular power grid does not accomplish all the demands of required advance-
ments, state of the art technologies and communication infrastructure related to
power market so we need a shift from regular grid to Smart grid. Smart grid eyes
on to various state of the art technologies, new policies and customer solutions.
Smart grid has a potential to address all the challenges in power system from
generation to distribution and consumption ensuring reliability, sustainability, ef-
ficiency, demand response support and load balancing adjustments. It accommo-
dates several new concepts that includes distributed generation, meet demand and
response based on feedback system, new taxonomies and standardizations. More-
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over, a lot of research work is being done on Smart grid and its advancements. The
definition of Smart grid according to US department of Energy is: [6]. “A smart
grid uses digital technology to improve reliability, security, and efficiency (both
economic and energy) of the electrical system from large generation, through the
delivery systems to electricity consumers and a growing number of distributed
generation and storage resources.”
In Table 1.1 several major differences between Smart grid and regular grid
have been identified through literature reviews [3] [4] [7] [8].
Table 1.1: Regular grid Vs Smart Grid
Regular Power Grid Smart Grid
It has Electromechanical system It contains digital system
Operates with reliability estimations Operates with reliability predictions
Manual monitoring and maintenance Automatic monitoring and maintenance
Fixed monitoring, control and
protection systems
It uses adaptive and WAMPAC protection
systems
Centralized generation Distributed generation




On site device monitoring Remote device monitoring
Full duplex (locally) and half duplex
communication
Integrated and global full duplex
communication
Limited control system Ubiquitous control system
Limited choices for customers Broad range of choices for customers
Minor integration with limited market
for new products and services
Well Integrated and vast markets
No importance for power quality
Provides value to power quality for
digital economy
Inefficient management of operational
data and assets
Effective data management and assets
Limited volume of sensors Large volume of sensors
No option for energy storage Energy storage systems available
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Smart grid is surely a replacement of regular power grid but it faces some chal-
lenges in deployment. These challenges mostly deal with management, security
and reliability. Smart grid at country level needs standardization of technologies
to be accommodated in it. Because Smart grid integrates new high-tech abstract
models and operations for utilities that are made by scientists and engineers across
the globe and they keep advancing and increasing, so the policy makers, con-
sumers and regulators are somehow not clear of latest concepts and technologies.
Standardization is also necessary for the efficient estimation of cost and benefit
analysis. As Smart grid consists of huge communication infrastructure, that will
be detailed later on, so there is another challenge of information security. Due to
state of the art networking and communication technologies Smart grid is vulner-
able to cyber-attacks. So the Smart grid must be protected and aware for such
threats and security concerns.
1.3 Communication requirements of Smart grid
Smart grid concept deals with the integration of advanced communication infras-
tructure and information to achieve an efficient and high level use of distributed,
new technologies and heterogeneous environment. Smart grid contains a commu-
nication network that will obtain data from smart, seamless and flexible man-
agement of hardware devices for efficient energy utilization [9]. Data of different
nature can be forwarded efficiently in Smart grid communication infrastructure
by fulfilling its communication requirements. Hence, an interoperable, flexible,
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integrated and two way communication is required to fulfill the basic need of
Smart grid communication infrastructure with sufficient bandwidth and low la-
tencies [10]. Furthermore, there must be a robust system security with advanced
controls that provides reliability, stability and avoids cyber-attacks [11]. Smart
grid requires such integrated energy infrastructure that fulfills the advanced re-
quirements of electricity production, consumption and delivery. It must have such
communication system that is useful for distributed and automated monitoring,
optimization and management functions. The key communication priorities are:
 To guarantee real time collection and management of data from large number
of data resources that is different are nature.
 To deal with different communication services, for instance unicast or mul-
ticast that are required by power application controls in power system.
Moreover there are some issues related to the communication infrastructure of
Smart grid such as design of communication network, use of suitable technologies
to link several devices, use of suitable network topologies and protocols to fulfill
the Smart grid communication requirements [12].
1.3.1 Distributed Communication
The smart grid needs to be equipped with decentralized and distributed communi-
cation monitoring and control systems unlike the traditional grids. The shift from
vertical communication to horizontal communication will require more flexible
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communication protocols that will allow data exchange between Remote Termi-
nal Units (RTUs) and controllers horizontally [13].
1.3.2 Latency
Some of the applications such as Home Energy Management (HEMs) and Ad-
vanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) may allow a little latency whereas appli-
cations like distributed automation and wide area awareness systems are mission
critical applications and do not allow any latency. Control signals of power system,
online sensors and meter reading in smart grid require real time data communi-
cation [14]. Mostly, communication interactions in Smart grid are time constraint
and take place in real time. Latency requirements related to various network
applications are divided into six categories that are mentioned below with their
maximum response time lines [15] [16].
1. Protection: 1 to 10 milliseconds
2. Control: 100 milliseconds
3. Monitoring and reporting: 1 second
4. Metering and sensing: 12 to 20 milliseconds
5. IEDs to data aggregator: 4 milliseconds
6. Data aggregators and Utility control centers: 6 to 12 milliseconds
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1.3.3 Reliability
A simple and reliable data transfer according to the specific communication re-
quirements exists under the scope of reliability. Various applications in Smart
grid such as distributed automation, requires high reliability so the communi-
cation entities must be always reliable in order to maintain the persistence of
communication [17]. Some of the functions in Smart grid require higher reliability
even up to 99.9 % that means it can only allow one second outage annually [18].
Providing reliability in Smart grids has been more challenging because of the
certain factors [19] that are mentioned below:
 Increase in energy demand which causes more entities to be connected in
Smart grid.
 Increase of resource utilization which is to be monitored and controlled.
 Limited rights and lack of investment.
 Operating of grid at maximum capacity level.
 Long distances energy transformation.
 Diversity, uncertainty and grid congestion.
1.3.4 Data Rate
More often the data rates in a single communication channel become serious con-
cern when there are a large amount of Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) need
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to be connected in utility core of Smart grid. Different applications in Smart grid
may require different data rates [17]. For instance, data transmission of audios
and videos that are used for device monitoring purposes, use Wide Area Net-
works of LAN and WiFi that require high data rates between 11 to 110 Mbps,
to obtain precise and reliable communication whereas, AMI and distributed au-
tomation that use ZigBee or WiMax may require low data rates between 55 to
70 Mbps [20]. However, smooth flow of data must always be ensured for high
performance.
1.3.5 Bandwidth
The communication infrastructure must be able to handle a large amount of mes-
sages without any delay or latency in a scalable system of Smart grid [14]. Network
bandwidth must be upgradable according to the increasing demand of incoming
intelligent devices. Smart meters and other meter reading sensors in Smart grid
usually require moderate kind of bandwidth i.e. 300 kbps [12]. However the grow-
ing demand of bandwidth in Phasor Measurment Units (PMUs) and IEDs can
possibly be between 10 kbps to 100 kbps [18].
1.3.6 Throughput
Throughput is known as the rate on which messages can be transferred successfully
over a communication channel. The application related to communication system
such as Demand Response (DR) and AMI estimated to demand a throughput
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between 3 to 10 Mbps [21].
1.3.7 Interoperability
Interoperability deals with the heterogeneous components of Smart grid to be work
together in order to collectively perform different functions, effective exchange of
information and to offer compatibility. It needs two way communication, efficient
collaboration and integration among several heterogeneous elements to get con-
nected together. But there is a deficiency of interoperability standards due to
which it may become difficult to set up communication networks in Smart grid.
To provide complete set of networking solutions, interoperability must be ensured
at each division in Smart grid. [22].
1.3.8 Flexibility
It is considered as a multi-faceted notion or idea in context of Smart grid com-
munication infrastructure. For instance, flexibility provide the support for varied
nature of services in Smart grid such as heterogeneous networks and operating sys-
tems etc. that have various timeliness and reliability requirements [12], whereas
flexibility also supports various kinds of communication models such as Multi-
Point to Point (MP2P) or many to one that require collection of status infor-
mation from various sensors periodically. Point to MultiPoint (P2MP) or one to
many communications and group based communications that are used to deliver
configuration instructions and commands to electrical devices are equally useful
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as MP2P [23] [24]. As a whole, networking protocols and technologies with high
quality of adaptability and flexibility are required to satisfy the need of various
applications to communicate with each other within same communication infras-
tructure.
1.3.9 Scalability
The communication infrastructure in smart grid need to entertain more incoming
devices such as data collectors, sensor nodes, smart meters, and renewable energy
resources. Thus providing scalability along with integration of authentic protocols,
smart web services and end user interaction devices with advanced functionalities
[14]. There are two kinds of scalabilities that are required in smart grid:
1. Geographic Scalability: Broad configuration and sizes of network deployment
in vast areas.
2. Load Scalability: To handle additional volume of service requests and data
traffic in communication system.
But here we are only concerned with load scalability to handle large communi-
cation infrastructure. Distributed communication architectures [25] have been
developed that support internet services in a scalable aspect that can be deployed
in Smart grid but a number of problems will arise such as limited computing,
storage and communication abilities.
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1.3.10 Security
End to end security is much critical particularly for mission critical applications
to avoid vulnerabilities of major Smart grid devices [26]. Vulnerabilities may
also allow an adversary to infiltrate into the Smart grid network and change load
conditions or acquire control over software to weaken the functionality of Smart
grid [14] specially using Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in AMI. Denial of
Service attack and its avoiding technique is identified in IEEE 802.15.4 Smart
grid WSNs [27]. The consumer and metering network privacy is very crucial to
gain the trust of people. A research has been conducted in this area in which user
will have to reassure that their data is secure enough and reach specific location
within Smart grid [28].
1.3.11 Complexity
A large amount of devices and components that may be managed remotely are
interconnected with each other thus need so many requirements to be fulfilled
which makes Smart grid a complex system. Thus it is a big challenge in mod-
eling, designing and analyzing a communication infrastructure that meets these
requirements. The resilience and graceful degradation of uncertainties and incon-
sistencies must be provided within the communication infrastructure and control
system of Smart grid. Emerging behavioral simulations, uncertainties, use of com-
plicated numerical tools, large scale analysis and so many other aspect are causes
of complexity in smart grid [14].
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1.3.12 Efficiency
The efficiency in terms of maximum output that can be obtained in communication
system has challenges that are being increased due to modern communication
infrastructure and technologies in Smart grid that deliver sufficient control and
monitoring capabilities [14]. A high degree of global analysis along with intelligent
and fast responses is required from the communication infrastructure in order to
prevent rapid unfavorable events [29]. It needs to address following challenges:
 Network Technology: Wired and wireless network technologies may be
deployed as per conditions of the system and surrounding environment.
Distributed architecture must be implemented along with well-defined net-
work protocols that provide cyber security, process control and exchange of
data [30].
 Improved Computing Capabilities: Reliable analysis based on mission
critical data to back operator’s decision, a temporally and geographically
hierarchy of communication and accommodation of intelligent agents must
be given secure and fail proof communication systems in order to enhance
their efficiency [30].
 Secure and integrated communication: Two way communications
among customers and operators and flexible network configurations to sat-
isfy fail proof automation and monitoring can be delivered through open
standard pervasive and highly distributed communications [30].
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 IEDs communication: Autonomous control processes, equipment repair,
Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) and System Protection Scheme (SPS), are
among those actions and operations that are very essential to identify and
prevent faults, bad data and constraints in order to provide adaptive and
intelligent communication [31].
 Swift Controls: The management of power and voltage flow at generation,
transmission and distribution require swift automated control processes that
are enabled by communication infrastructure based on data of power elec-
tronics.
1.3.13 Robustness and Availability
Robust and swift control devices, modern communication protocols, advance data
communication and IEDs of entire grid from utility to customers will ensure the
robustness significantly [32]. Whereas availability is required in communication
structure that may be achieved through adaptive communication technologies.
Wireless technologies are the preferred ones because they offer low cost instal-
lations with constrained security and bandwidth to be deployed in Smart grid
on large scale, whereas wired technologies provide high degree of security, relia-
bility, accuracy and capacity but are expensive ones due to its deployment and
maintenance costs [33].
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1.3.14 Predictability and intelligence
System must be able to perform normal and Emergency mode of operations. It
must have ability to stay connected even in dynamic behavior of voltage and
frequency range changes. It is essential to have the ability to predict the overall
behavior that includes frequency behavior, steady state voltage behavior, transient
voltage behavior, state current behavior, transient current behavior and behavior
of other equipment and devices in Smart grid [34].
1.4 Need of Middleware technology in Smart
grid
Middleware is a software that is much useful in integration of several technologies
and applications in distributed systems. Middleware addresses the challenges of
complex coordination among devices, its location may be seen in Figure 1.2 [35].
Middleware can be deployed at generation, transmission and consumption sides
and helps to fulfill broad range of communication requirements [36]. Smart grid
infrastructure is extremely dynamic because it offers certain benefits to consumers
to change the demand of power so that it can manage generation resources effi-
ciently. This dynamic behavior force Smart grid to deploy new technologies and
make some adjustments. There are numerous applications to upgrade services
of Smart grid [37] [38] but these applications need exact estimation of states of
Smart grid. Abundant data is needed from millions of sensors to broadcast Smart
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Figure 1.2: Location of Middleware Layer
grid states which must be provided to relevant applications and devices in real
time with various formats. Transmission of data from Smart meters and PMUs
kind of sensors that are deployed in Smart grid must overcome real time mission
critical constraints. There is no such software to handle, manage, store, deliver
and retrieve this kind of data efficiently and reliably. Middleware is a need of
the hour in Smart grid not only for reasons described above but also for monitor-
ing and control of heterogeneous entities at large scale. Middleware provides an
efficient and reliable communication through which estimations of power states
and consumption can be made easily, that also ensures sustainability and sta-
bility [39]. Middleware serves as a key role in real time mission critical Smart




Interoperability at middleware level deals with data communication. There are
two types of interoperabilities [41] that need to be addressed in Smart grid.
1. Syntactic Interoperability: It deals with individual elements data structure
that must be recognized during transmission of messages within the system.
2. Network Interoperability: it deals with the transmission of messages in dif-
ferent networks.
1.4.2 Integration of applications and technologies
Implementation of abundant and diverse applications such as DR, distributed
generation and smart meters etc. with legacy and propriety protocols needs in-
tegration because they have to work together within an intelligent framework.
Various devices with different functions must be integrated with one another to
handle information over leading communication and control technologies to fulfill
user demands. Thus a middleware is required to act as a gateway for integration
of these applications and devices in distributed environment [42].
1.4.3 Innovative Transformations
Smart grid is getting evolved day by day thus new technologies and advanced
applications are being introduced continuously. In order to make Smart grid
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more powerful to accommodate current and future innovations, it must have the
functionality of scalability at each level. At communication level innovative tech-
nologies always require reliable, secure and flexible range of IP addresses that
may deliver real time data transactions and updates. These requirements en-
force Smart grid infrastructure to have a middleware that can ensure scalability
in almost every aspect [43].
1.4.4 Need of bridge between consumer and system
Smart grid deals with the two way communication among system and end users.
The two way communication required a bridge to connect both endpoints and
to overcome the gaps that may occur in between. A middleware is needed to
monitor and control various equipment among various sites of Smart grid such
as generation, transmission and substation to collect accurate data. Middleware
ensures efficient resource handling and data transformation by acting as bridge
between system, devices and end users [39] [44].
1.4.5 Abstraction
Smart grid deals with much complexity in its various operations, as millions of
devices keep sending data to one another to accomplish certain tasks. By hiding
these complexities from operators, developers, devices and users, the system be-
comes much desirable and an excellent one. Thus middleware is needed to provide
such abstraction in modeling and interconnection of distributed systems between
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operating system and application programs. Moreover, middleware can provide
various level of abstractions [45] that are described below:
 Middleware provides network centric abstraction in high level building
blocks that includes objects, distributed tuples and variables.
 It provides abstraction of low level networking by hiding unnecessary details
from programmers thus ensuring user friendly environment that results in
robustness and high performance.
 It also keeps user unaware with the deep structure of power grid such as
embedded systems, low level devices and measuring components.
1.4.6 Information and data management
Data and Information from heterogeneous devices in Smart grid may be illustrated
in different formats such as little endian or big endian or any other. Thus wrong
interpretation of data will be a disaster in such constrained environment. More-
over, real time data may also be used to actuate some hardware devices [46] which
is much sensitive in nature. To handle such precise and string information accu-
rately there should be an agreement within Smart grid so that efficient and desired
outcomes can be obtained. Middleware is such technology that can manage such
sensitive information elegantly by ensuring autonomous data transmission [47].
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1.4.7 Monitoring, Control and Measurement analysis
Smart grid infrastructure consists of monitoring and control operations of appli-
cations at almost every level. For example at system level operator or system
administrator needs so many readings and measurements of various devices to
monitor and control so that timely decisions may be taken. At user level, it needs
to monitor and control electricity consumption by each appliance, electricity gen-
eration from more than one source (if have), batteries and so many other things.
On the other hand secure and reliable communication may achieve through Wide
Area Monitoring Protection and Control (WAMPAC) system [48]. But using
so many systems for monitoring and control is complex and challenging that is
why there is a need of a middleware service that can manage all of these advanced
monitoring and control systems in Smart grid. Moreover, Smart grid also includes
WSNs that are used to take readings from several places and devices. These WSNs
are much important in monitoring, control and decision making process because
they deliver real time data but incur problems such as time constraint data trans-
fer which affect quality of service in Smart grid. Quality of Service is an essential
task that can be served through middleware [49].
1.5 Research objectives
The project eyes on thorough and comprehensive understanding of DDS based
middleware which is a most advanced system for heterogeneous and distributed
systems. The purpose of this work is comparative analysis of various performance
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measures over various network technologies. Project research objectives includes:
 Identify, understand and format data structures from standards of smart
grid such as ANSI C12.19 to build topics in DDS to establish communication
between publisher and subscriber at distribution and consumer side. Also
analyze performance by changing number of publishers, subscribers, packet
sizes and QoSs. We mainly focus on Latency, Throughput and Bandwidth
communication requirements of Smart grid in our study and experimental
work.
 Analyze data interoperability provided by DDS having publishers and sub-
scribers in Smart grid with different OS and architectures from each other.
 Verification and mapping of Smart grid communication requirements with
the Quality of Services provided by DDS.
 Integration of energy renewables and other heterogeneous devices in Smart
grid and analysis of performance metrics such as jitter, latency, throughput
and bandwidth utilization in several different scenarios for instance by vary-
ing number of publishers and subscribers and message sizes among LAN,
WIFI.
 Propose an integration and interoperability platform to develop information
sharing Smart grid applications to enhance performance and efficiency to
uphold Smart grid real time constraints. The platform based on DDS will
be analyzed as a part of Smart grid communication infrastructure that will
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be able to synchronize new and existing applications that will allow dynamic
transactions among these applications.
1.6 Research methodology
To analyze interoperability in various applications of Smart grid, we will imple-
ment DDS based publish subscribe communication system on various operating
systems and architectures. For this we need to build several topics based on
data structures. At one side we have considered ANSI C12.19 standard (which
provides data tables for smart grid end devices) and on the other hand we use
energy renewables data control parameters to get data structures to build topics.
Data writer of publisher will be subjected to write data in topics based on certain
specified Quality of Service parameters and data reader of subscriber will be sub-
jected to read data based on same Quality of Services from topic. Communication
will be established between both heterogeneous applications and we will analyze
the data interoperability. Performance will be measured by comparing DDS with
other real time communication model based on latency, throughput and jitter etc.
1.7 Thesis breakdown
Having presented the rationale for the research problem and laid down the foun-
dation of the area the problem belongs to in the first chapter. The second chapter
will briefly explain the Real time publish subscribe middleware and fundamental
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concepts used in this work. Chapter 3 will mention some of the related works al-
ready done in the field of study to show the big picture and assert the significance
and relevance of our work in comparison with existing framework. In chapter 4,
we will present implementation of ANSI C12.19 Smart grid standard over DDS
based RTI Connext. Chapter 5 includes integration of several various energy re-
newables in Smart grid using DDS middleware. Finally chapter 6 will conclude






Publish/Subscribe model deals with publisher that sends messages to a particular
topic from where a subscriber receives the message of its interest. Publishers
and subscribers may not necessarily know each other in such model rather they
can contact with a specific topic from where they can publish and subscribe for
particular data. In this way publish/subscribe model is more appropriate for
distributed and large scale real time systems than client server communication
model. There are four main components of publish subscribe model [50].
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2.1.1 Domain
Domain here is a virtual network from where publish/subscribe model components
send and receive data of their interest. Publishers and subscribers can communi-
cate within the same domain with each other. Domain is very useful for making
privacy for same community by isolating it from others to ensure optimized and
safe communication of interests among its components.
2.1.2 Publisher
Publisher sends actual data to the topic through an object known as data writer.
There can be multiple data writers of same publisher. Thus publisher can send
data to multiple topics of various data types through different data writers.
2.1.3 Subscriber
Subscriber receives actual data from the topic through an object known as data
reader. There can be several data readers associated with the same subscriber.
Thus a same subscriber can receive data from different topics of different data
types through different data readers. Data sent by publisher to an application is
first processed by subscriber than data sample is stored in data reader.
2.1.4 Topic
Publisher and subscriber communicate with topic to send and receive data of their
interest. Topic has a single name in terms of ID or key and a data type. Topic has
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a specific QoS parameter based on which data readers and data writers interact
with it for their required data. For instance, a topic named as “pressure” can
be used to store several samples of pressure that is taken by distributed pressure
sensors. Now the sensors that have taken the measurements can be publishers
and sensors that make further calculations based on these measurements may be
subscribers of the samples.
2.2 DDS Advantages
DDS is a network based middleware that yields the transmission of messages,
commands and events over the network. The main features of DDS middleware
[51] are presented below:
2.2.1 Data centricity
DDS is based on Global data Space for distributed applications which makes it
data centric middleware. The advantage of being data centric is reduction of delay
in communication that prevents failures.
2.2.2 Connectionless Servicing
Connection less service is embedded in DDS Real Time Publish Subscribe (RTPS)
protocol so there is no need for (Point to Point) P2P connection within the net-




Nodes detect each other automatically within the network due to Data Centric
Publish Subscribe Model (DCPS) in DDS which offers thorough decoupling of
publishing and subscribing applications. DDS offers automatic discovery struc-
ture that allows domain participants to find topics and establish communication
without the need to know about other participants.
2.2.4 Interoperability
Interoperability is the major quality of DDS based middleware. It was designed
to provide interoperability especially in mission critical and real time constrained
environment. Interoperability is delivered through DDS QoS, Application Pro-
gramming Interface (APIs) and RTPS wire protocols. DDS APIs provides wide
range of OSs and programming options for the developers. RTPS wire protocol
defines platform independence and auto discovery whereas, QoS provide certain
options of QoS policies to be adopted to specify communication behavior.
2.3 QoS policies
There are huge set of QoS policies [50] provided by Object Management Group
(OMG) in DDS that controls and manages outcomes according to communication
requirements. Through these policies one can control some of the features related
to the behavior of DDS by setting transport layer requirements associated with
reliability and efficiency to achieve desired behavior of network traffic. But to set
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quality of services for one operation is a challenge as some of them may contradict
with each other. For example ‘time based filter’ and ‘deadline’ , both of them
associated with time where ‘deadline’ depends upon specified time limit for data
to be received by Data Reader and ‘time based filter’ deals with minimum sep-
aration time. These two may conflict with each other if not set carefully and in
consequence the system will not work properly. The QoS used in experimentation
are presented below.
2.3.1 DURABILITY
Data writing time may be selected through this QoS policy that whether data
should outlive after it has written by publisher and collected by subscriber for
late joining domain participants or not. By setting this QoS to TRANSIENT we
can have data (even after it has been served to Data Readers) by maintaining a
record into memory, thus data is not bound to Data Writer life cycle. Whereas if
DURABILITY QoS policy is set to VOLATILE than data is not stored in memory
on behalf of Data Writers thus it can save resources for new incoming data.
2.3.2 LATENCY BUDGET
This QoS defines maximum acceptable delay among data sending and receiving.
This policy provides us guidelines to service time limits and give us flexibility to
get changed at any time. If a set delay cannot catch an update the service will
not remove the packet or raise any flag.
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2.3.3 DEADLINE
It defines a specific value of time after which a frame must be received by the
subscriber. It can also be used to signify degradation of network performance.
If a subscriber cannot get frames within specified deadline period that means
system is malfunctioning and subscriber must get data from another topic of
same characteristics.
2.3.4 RELIABILITY
It offers requested reliability level to subscriber and publisher. Levels of relia-
bility can be set by two aspects, RELIABLE and BEST EFFORT. RELIABLE
level deals with the acknowledgement sent by Data Reader after successfully re-
ceiving every packet and Data Writer will keep a copy of sent data packet until
an acknowledgment is received and if acknowledgement is not received by Data
Writer it will send the copy of same data after certain defined time. But it has
a negative impact on channel bandwidth for sending and receiving acknowledge-
ments and also on latency because subscriber has to ensure order and integrity
before sending acknowledgements. When packets are continously keep droping
during transmission than its better to use BEST EFFORT that does not need
acknowledgments at all for example in video streaming.
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2.3.5 TIME BASED FILTERING
It deals with the rate of data samples delivered to Data Reader within specified
deadline period. Minimum separation time can be set in this QoS policy to fil-
ter and drop packets for Data Reader. Middleware service will drop any new
data packets if the same instance of data is received within specified minimum
separation time. Contradiction arrives when minimum separation time is greater
than deadline period so data packet must be received within deadline period but
after minimum separation time which is depicted in figure. In our experimental
work TIME BASED FILTER is analysed to examine computational resource us-
age and bandwidth by only sending required data samples to Data Readers and
filter packets that are received faster than prescribed rate.
2.3.6 HISTORY
It defines the actions of middleware service if the value of data modifies before
reaching to reciever. The management of frames sent by Data Writer of publisher
and received by Data Reader of subscriber can be controlled by system through
this QoS policy. Data Writer may keep data to itself on behalf of Data Reader
and on the other hand Data Reader may keep data to itself until it is read by sub-
scriber. KEEP LAST value of HISTORY QoS policy can be set at Data Writer’s
end of publisher with one picture and with group of pictures (GOP) at Data
Reader’s end of subscriber because some times subscriber’s decoder need some
previos data frame values to decode.
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2.3.7 RESOURCE LIMIT
It deals with the measurment of consumption of resources by DDS in order to
adhere with QoS requirements. RESOURCE LIMIT must be set considering
other QoS parameters values otherwise it will affect their performance too. For
instance, if RELIABILITY QoS is set to RELIABLE then Data Writer must
some space to store data samples to receive their acknowledgments. For example
’max samples per instance’ is 1 then there will be no space for Data Writer to store
data samples, in this RELIABILITY QoS will suffer by RESOURCE LIMIT’s
wrong settings.
2.3.8 LIVELINESS
It deals with the on and off state of any particular entity within DDS. Every
entity is continously signaled to know its existence and non existence time. Some
times there are sleeping algorithms embedded to obtain efficient energy utilization.
LIVILINESS is very important for publisher and subscriber to know about their
active time in order to perform reliable and efficient communication of fresh data.
The period of signalling should not exceed ’liveline lease duration’ other wise Data
Reader may misinterpret Data Writer’s active schedule time.
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2.4 Mapping of QoS to communication require-
ments of Smart grid
As we have discussed it earlier that DDS middleware is the best for real time
mission critical distributed applications that also provides interoperability among
heterogeneous devices and applications. It also covers vast range of Samrt grid
communication requirements that are explained above with the help of rich set
QoS policies. Table 2.1 to Table 2.3 shows the mapping of DDS QoSs with com-
munication requirements with reasoning.
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USER DATA, TOPIC DATA,
GROUP DATA
DDS is independent of network and routing protocol.
It may face dynamic protocols over the network and
these QoS policies deal with unknown data and routing.
TRANSPORT PRORITY
TRANSPORT PRIORITY is useful for this communi-
cation requirement because it helps Middleware choos-
ing the type of protocol to send data.
Latency
DEADLINE
DEADLINE QoS policy helps to allocate time period
for at least one sample of data to be transmitted to con-
trol the latency of data on network.
LATENCY BUDGET
LATENCY BUDGET is used to control the maximum
acceptable delay or latency.
TIME BASED FILTER
Minimum separation time between samples of data is
calculated and controlled by TIME BASED FILTER
QoS policy so it controls speed of data and offers
specified amount of latency.
CONTENT BASED FILTER
CONTENT BASED FILTER QoS policy does not
allow unwanted data, it saves time by processing
only desired data, thus minimize latency.
Reliability
PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION QoS policy deals with the changes
being occur in data instances and it also keeps track
of order of changes so that the data we receive is
fresh and reliable.
DEADLINE
DEADLINE ensures the new value of data each with-
in deadline period so data we receive is fresh and we
can have surety of data reliability.
RELIABILITY
RELIABLE value from RELIABILITY QoS makes
sure of successful data transfer no matter if the data
is lost during transmission so it keeps the copy of
data for future to ensures data transmission reliability.
LIFESPAN
LIFESPAN QoS specifies the validity of data so we
can overcome unreliable data through this Qos policy.
Data rate
DEADLINE
DEADLINE ensures the new value of data each with-
in deadline period so data we receive is fresh and we
can have surety of data reliability.
TIME BASED FILTER
TIME BASED FILTER QoS policy determines mini-
mal time period among two data samples. We can
change this separation period according to demand of
application thus may control the data rate of application.
CONTENT BASED FILTER
Redundant data affects our high data rate severely so
CONTENT BASED FILTER QoS policy is useful
in eliminating redundant data and allow us to select
data of our choice to minimize the affects on data rate.
Bandwidth CONTENT BASED FILTER
CONTENT BASED FILTER also very helpful in
utilizing bandwidth efficiently. Redundant data affects
our high bandwidth severely, this QoS policy eliminates
redundant data and allow us to use bandwidth effectively.
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DEADLINE ensures the new value of data each within
deadline period and we can define this deadline period
of our choice, we can have the desired throughput by
setting deadline period.
TIME BASED FILTER
TIME BASED FILTER QoS policy determines minimal
time period among two data samples. We can change this
separation period according to the demand of application
thus may control the throughput of network efficiently.
CONTENT BASED FILTER
CONTENT BASED FILTER QoS policy does not allow
unwanted data we can achieve efficient throughput by only
receiving desired data.
RELIABILITY
RELIABLE value from RELIABILITY QoS makes sure of
successful data,transfer no matter if the data is lost during
transmission so it keeps the copy of data for future to ensure
high and efficient throughput.
Interoperability
USER DATA Middleware is not concerned with the type of data so
USER DATA, TOPIC DATA and GROUP DATA





TRANSPORT PRIOROTY fulfills the requirement of
flexibility of choosing best network with good band-
width for data transmission.
USER DATA Middleware is not concerned with the type of data so
USER DATA, TOPIC DATA and GROUP DATA





DDS does not concerned with type and size of data travels
over the network from any devices, thus USER DATA
QoS policy ensures scalability.
RESOURCE LIMITS
Scalability can also be controlled through
RESOURCE LIMITS QoS policybecause it controls the
resources given to application, it delivers scalability through
this useful QoS policy.
Security LIFESPAN
LIFSPAN ensures the life of data that we can alter by our
choice as it is one of the procedure to ensure security. If
data is old from a specified time period than it is not
considered as secured.
Complexity DESTINATION ORDER
The logical order of changes occur in Middleware is deter-
mined by DESTINATION ORDER QoS policy so this
QoS policy eases our life by sorting out the changes and




DURABILITY QoS policy determines whether the data
should be outlived its writing time or not so it offers data
availability even after its life span.
LIVELINESS
LIVELINESS QoS policy tells us about the entity whether
it is active or not thus informs us about its availability.
ENTITY FACTORY
It deals with the side effects of certain operations and let
us know about the system failures, thus helps in making
the system robust.
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DEADLINE QoS policy controls the latency of data
on network thus enhancing efficiency of overall system.
LATENCY BUDGET
LATENCY BUDGET is used to control delay to ensure
maximum efficiency of the system.
OWNERSHIP
OWNERSHIP controls the ownership of DDS entities to
write the data over instances. Depends on system behavior
the ownership can be changed time to time so OWNERSHIP
QoS controls and orderly behavior of transfer of ownership
to various entities thus provide maximum efficiency to the
system.
CONTENT BASED FILTER
CONTENT BASED FILTER as described above eliminates
unwanted data that affects our high data rate and system





The information about the status of an entity is delivered by
LIVELINESS QoS policy that whether it is active or not so
that system can make timely predictions and intelligent
decisions based on report of an entity.
HISTORY
The HISTORY QoS policy specifies the behavior of
Middleware and intelligently determines data sample value
to deliver based on arrival time.
ENTITY FACTORY
ENTITY FACTORY controls the operation of various entities





This chapter highlights some of the works involving real time distributed envi-
ronment and discusses the suitability of DDS standard and wireless channels in
industrial automation scenarios.
An, Kyoungho, et al. [52] studied the performance of QoS providing pub-
lish/subscribe based middleware to monitor resources in cloud. They have pro-
posed fast and efficient middleware approach in place of web based systems. They
pointed out that web based platforms such as SOAP and Restful APIs can-
not handle such large amount of data for real time monitoring of applications.
Moreover, web based platforms incur such overheads that degrades efficiency and
reliability that may affect over all network performance. Authors suggested a
publish/subscribe middleware to overcome these challenges for efficient resource
monitoring and data handling in cloud platforms. In the end authors did several
performance tests and compare middleware with web based platforms and claimed
that middleware approach is far more better than conventional systems.
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Xiong et. al [53] described three possible architectures based on DDS and
evaluated the implementation of those platforms to investigate their design trade-
offs. They compared the performance of their implementations with each other
and with other Publish/Subscribe middleware. It was concluded, based on the
experimentation that DDS based implementations perform substantially better
than their non-DDS counterparts and are generally well suited for real-time data-
critical distributed environment.
In [54] Poza et. al realized that QoS support usually available in communi-
cation layer merely delivers simple networking parameters like message delay or
congestion control and, therefore, are insufficient in such scenarios where informa-
tion optimization, real-time support or component abstraction is desired. They
proposed a middleware architecture, named Frame Sensor Adapter to Control
(FSA-Ctrl), consisting of two layers: a DDS based communication layer and the
other Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) based control layer. Both layers sandwich
a rich set of QoS policies that empowers control layer to take important decisions
about distributed questions like component mobility or information redundancy
detection. They implemented their proposed architecture on a home automation
problem. Although DDS is a very powerful and flexible technology but it may also
prove to be rather complex to fully comprehend, particularly for end users. This
issue was spotted and dealt with by Calvo et. al in [55]. The authors floated the
idea of a software component encapsulating the functionality of commonly used
industrial automation controllers like PLCs, IPCs and Robots which can then be
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used to create any automation application. The role of DDS in this case can
simply be as a communication backbone. The paper shows how to map different
traffic patterns using DDS entities taking full advantage of DDS QoS policies.
Abdel Rahman et al. [56] surveyed about Message Oriented Middlewares
(MOM) for real time and distributed environment in smart grid. So far this
is the only paper that analyzes the smart grid middlewares based on their func-
tionality and performance. They illustrate MOM in publish subscribe paradigm
(PSMOM) that delivers high scalability and asynchronous nature for many to
many communication infrastructure. They have also considered the support of
QoSs in MOM to analyze its role in system performance. They have studied and
analyzed three of major industrialized QoS providing middlewares for smart grid.
 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is related to XML
and provides request response services, presence and real time messaging.
It supports QoS functionalities and is a best effort protocol augmented with
some extension protocols (XEP). The extended protocol (XEP-0203) pro-
vides timestamp information related to stored messages that can be useful
in case of slow delivery. The rules to handle time sensitive messages of an
application can be defined with the help of advanced message processing ex-
tensions (XEP-0097). Negotiating XML streams compressions are delivered
through (XEP-0138) and the priorities for resources that are connected are
specified by (XEP-0168) protocol. There are several other protocols that it
supports.
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 RabbitMQ is based on Advanced Messaging Queue Protocol (AMQP) and is
an open source message broker. It addresses wire protocol and the protocol
that defines AMQP implementation semantics. In this way these implemen-
tations become interoperable with other implementations. Brokering task
defined by AMQP is divided among message queues and exchanges which is
identical to router that is based on a set of rules (deciding message routing
queues) and accepts incoming messages.
The third middleware specifies in this paper is DDS which is concluded as a most
suitable technology for SG applications that is already explained.
Kai Shi at el. [57] implemented data communication platform in smart micro
grid. It is implemented as a wind turbine real-time monitoring system to show
the feasibilities and advantages of using DDS middleware into smart micro-grid
monitoring over the IP Network using TCP/IP and UDP protocols. A web server
is built to provide the interface for user to monitor and analyze data. Real time
data base monitoring for forecasting, controlling and historical data base is used
to monitor data for play back analysis, system performance and energy efficiency.
MySQL DBMS is used to store data collected from generation and consumer
side along with RTI Connect to provide publish subscribe paradigm. DSpace
board is connected to wind turbine to collect and monitor data thus provide data
acquisition system. The data publisher can detect new coming data and send
them out into the DDS domain in the network. RTI Real-Time Connect (RTC)
service works at the background together with the realtime database. This
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service worked seamless with the MySQL database server and is able to subscribe
the data of interest from DDS domain and simultaneously store the data into
the real-time database. The real-time data monitoring service performed in web
server. This web application read the latest data from the real-time database
every second and graphically displayed these data to users for monitoring and
analysis purpose. Users can access the web site when their devices are connected
into the network.
L. Jiang et al. [58] described and tested the deployment feasibility of substa-
tion automation standard IEC 61850. They have designed a data model to reduce
complexities and difficulties of IEC 61850 implementation by considering Abstract
Communication Interface (ACSI) for interoperability. The GOOSE messages from
different electric devices are taken from the standard to perform experimental
work and establishing communication among these devices and some performance
tests are conducted. REST (Representational State Transfer) Services are used
alongwith IEC 61850 data model to demonstrate delivery of abstraction and in-
teroperability enhancement. They have proposed an approach to enable WAN in
control systems and electric power telemonitoring IEDs for high speed transmis-









ANSI C12.19 is a standard developed by American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), Inc. C12, WG2 and SC17 [56]. The standard is developed for Smart grid
utility industry to provide standardized end device data tables. This standard
is sponsored, checked and approved by National Electrical Manufacturers Asso-
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ciation (NEMA) through standards development process. ANSI C12.19 delivers
a common data structures to transfer data among Smart grid utility end devices
specially in meters and other user/customer devices. Standard data structures
are represented in terms of table sets that are joined together to form sections
known as decades. Every decade is related to a particular feature or function
for example load profile or usage time etc. Table data is transmitted to or from
one end device to another end device by writing or reading to a specific table
either as a full or a portion. Standardized tables provided by this Standard can
be utilized for reading and programming purposes of an end device. These tables
supply data control parameters that can be implemented in large amount of ap-
plications and programs. For our implementation and experimentation purposes,
we have selected two data structures from this Standard. One is ’Electric Ele-
ment Description’ which is related to consumption side such as Smart Meter and
other is ’Utility Information’ which is related to transmission or distribution side.
Through these two topics, we can measure the performance in transmission and
consumption sides of Smart grid. The definition of these structures are shown in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Electric Element IDL Definition
Figure 4.2: Utility Information IDL Definition
4.2 ANSI C12.19 implementation over DDS
Interface of software component is defined by a specification language known as
Interface Description Language (IDL). It provides a neutral way to describe lan-
guage interface for communication of two different software components that have
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separate language support for example components written in C++ and JAVA.
IDL is based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) software that is very useful to link
machines with different OS, languages and architecture. For our experimental
work setup we have constructed IDL files using two topics that are shown in Fig-
ures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The details of these topics are presented in Tables
4.1 and 4.2.
We have develop a methodology so far based on our IDL file to establish commu-
nication among publish subscribe Smart grid applications or devices.
Figure 4.3: Standard implemetation over RTPS DDS model
Figure 4.3 depicts over all behavior of DDS in which Smart grid device will
construct its data structures based on ANSI C12.19 standard. When there is
a need to transmit some data, one of the Smart grid device will deliver these
data structures to Data Writer. The Data Writer analyzes the data whether it is
according to structure of specified topic, if so then Data Writer writes the data
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on related topic. Data writer will not write the data unless the topic corresponds
to its specified structure. Now its time for publisher to publish the data over a
communication channel. Publisher will publish data based on QoSs it offered.
The system performance might be different based on certain QoS parameters
settings. Similarly on the other side there will be a subscriber waiting for the
data that also has certain requested set of QoS parameters. QoS parameters
settings on both ends is very subtle and difficult because some times QoS settings
may contradict with each other that may result in incorrect outcomes that are
very crucial in real time distributed applications. In this case both the devices
deals with Smart grid real time distributed system so one must be careful for
QoS settings at each deployment. Subscriber will subscribe data from publisher
which is inserted in topic. Once the data is inserted in the topic, other Smart grid
device that requires this data will read the data through Data Reader. The data
structures delivered and obtained will be same instead of just one or two fields
for example utility name, device name, time of delivery and time of retrieve. The
Smart grid device will now get data for further processing. In the same way any
Smart grid device can become publisher and subscriber at a time because whole
Smart grid communication infrastructure is based on full duplex mode.
4.2.1 Performance Metrics
Performance measurement is necessary for adapting state of the art DDS publish
subscribe middleware technology for reliable data communication among Smart
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E FREQ UINT uint 0-7 Power frequency rating code
E NO OF ELEMENTS UINT uint 0-7
Number of commodity measuring
elements per measuring input.
E BASE TYPE UINT uint 0-15 Mentions meter base type
E ACCURACY CLASS UINT uint 0-63
Solid state meter standard accuracy
class definition.
E ELEMENTS VOLTS UINT uint 0-15
Meter element voltage code to define
voltage class.
E ED SUPPLY VOLTS UINT uint 0-15
External supply voltage code to define
end device supply voltage.
E CLASS MAX AMPS STRING string - IEC maximum ampere ratings.
E TA STRING string -
RMS amperage test amperes (TA) for
testing and adjusting meter
E KH STRING string - Represents Watt hours per revolution.
E KT STRING string -
Commodity amount selected for test
pulse output.
E INPUT SCALAR UINT uint - Divisor for input values
E ED CONFIG STRING string -
Form number per ANSI C12.10
characters
E ELEMENTS UINT8 uint - Use to define E Elements bit field.
E VOLTS UINT uint - Use to define E Volts bit field.
E AMPS UINT uint - Use to define E Amps bit field.
grid devices.
1. Latency: It is the addition of, time taken by the data packet to reach at
receiver’s side and time taken by data acknowledgement to reach at sender’s
side successfully. Latency is basically a sum of propagation and queuing
delay at sender’s side and some times equal to Round Trip Time RTT as
given below.
Latency ≈ RTT (4.1)
Real time systems generally deal with three kinds, Firm real time, soft real
time and hard real time. Firm real time and soft real time systems al-
low us some kind of flexibility as compared to hard real time in terms of
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OWNER NAME STRING string - Upto 20 valid characters.
UTILITY DIV BCD string -
Utility division number up to
16 valid characters.
SERVICE POINT ID BCD string -
Up to 20 characters and ID
number is attached to service point.
ELEC ADDR BCD string -
End device logical and electrical
address for mapping and study
purposes.
DEVICE ID BCD string - Hardware ID up to 20 characters.
UTIL SER NO BCD string -
Utility specified serial number
up to 20 characters.
CUSTOMER ID BCD string - All valid characters up to 20 max.
TARIFF ID STRING string - Billing tariff identification
EX1 SW VENDOR STRING string -
Manufacturer/software developer’s
name.
EX1 SW VERSION NUMBER UINT8 uint 0-255
Software programming or confi-
guration version number.
EX1 SW REVISION NUMBER UINT8 uint 0-255
Software programming or confi-
guration version number.
EX2 SW VENDOR STRING string -
Manufacturer/software developer’s
name.
EX2 SW VERSION NUMBER UINT8 uint 0-255
Software programming or confi-
guration version number.
EX2 SW REVISION NUMBER UINT8 uint 0-255
Software programming or confi-
guration version number.
PROGRAMMER NAME STRING string -
Name of last programmer or
programming device.
MISC ID STRING string -
Up to 30 valid characters used
for verification number, approval
number and bar code.
events occuring. Although deadline period is defined for packet receiving
time but system will not fail if there is any longer delays or packet loss ocas-
sionally [57]. Our experimentation deals with time stamps of every packets
based on clock at publisher side. The publisher after successfully receiv-
ing acknowledgement calculates RTT as difference of time between packet
sending and acknowledgment receiving. To escape from any uncertainty, we
have used built-in RTI connext modules to calculate latency.
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2. Jitter:Variation in latency is known as jitter. If there are same amount of
delays then it means jitter values are very less during the flow of packet from






(ai − a) (4.2)
Where ’n’ is total number of delayed samples and a is the mean value of
’n’. Precision of system can be calculated easily through jitter. During
transmission if there is small amount of latency but large amount of jitter
in channel than it depicts that there are some packets taking unusual longer
time to be received by subscriber. Than reliable flow of updates are difficult
to send within that duration of latency.
3. Throughput:Average rate of data transmission over a channel is called
throughput. This data not also considers protocol overhead alongwith pay-





If system is giving high throughput it means bandwidth is being utilized
efficiently over the channel. But throughput beyond certain threshold level
may result in packet loss and subsequent congestions which cause longer
delays. That is why throughput monitoring is much essential in real time
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mission critical applications.
4.3 Smart grid entities communication scenarios
Based on DDS components and architecture, we have made different scenarios for
implementation of Smart grid devices. In these scenarios, there is a Smart grid
control station on one side and on the other side there are end devices, which will
keep increasing. Same communication channel is used for all scenarios.
Our first two scenarios depicts the communication of Electrical Utility divisions
from two different companies with Smart grid control and monitoring station.
These Electrical Utility divisions send data control parameters to control and
monitoring station based on Utility information IDL definition of topic which is
depicted in Figure 4.2. The communication among these two entities is carried
out through DDS publish subscribe platform where publishers from Utility divi-
sions write data through Data Writer on communication channel and control and
monitoring station read the data through Data Readers of subscribers. Scenarios
1 and 2 are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
Figure 4.4: ANSI implementation Scenario 1
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Figure 4.5: ANSI implementation Scenario 2
In scenario 1, there is only one Publisher and 1 Subscriber whereas in scenario
2, Publishers and Subscribers are increased to 2 with increase in utility divisions.
Similarly in other four scenarios we have added Electrical element devices along
with Utility divisions to analyze the communication behavior on the same com-
munication channel. Electric elements sends the data control parameters based
on Electric element IDL definition of topic depicted in Figure 4.1 to control and
monitoring station. Scenario three is depicted in Figure 4.6 while other scenarios
are depicted in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 where electrical devices as meters from
different companies are added one by one. Number of Publishers and Subscribers
have also increased throughout the scenarios along with entities. As per scenarios,
all of these entities belong to different companies but follow the same standardized
data sets, so each of the entity has its own publisher to transmit data and there
are separate subscribers at control and monitoring station to subscribe data from
these various entities. In DDS domain we can have as much subscribers as we
need if their topic structure is same. For our study we have considered number of
subscribers equal to number of publishers to analyze performance easily.
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Figure 4.6: ANSI implementation Scenario 3
Figure 4.7: ANSI implementation Scenario 4
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Figure 4.8: ANSI implementation Scenario 5
Figure 4.9: ANSI implementation Scenario 6
Throughout the experiments our number of publishers and subscribers are
being increased. This behavior is necessary to measure the accurate performance
of DDS as it is also in favor of predictability and scalability.
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4.4 Experimental Setup
The hardware and software specifications used in experimental work is shown in
Table 4.3. The experiment is performed in one of the labs in KFUPM Computer
Engineering department.





































Table 4.4: Default QoS policies of publishers and subscribers
QoS Policy Publisher Value Subscriber Value
DURABILITY VOLATILE VOLATILE
RELIABILITY RELIABLE BEST EFFORT
HISTORY KEEP LAST KEEP LAST
RESOURCE LIMITS LENGTH UNLIMITED LENGTH UNLIMITED
Table 4.5: Modified QoS policies of publishers and subscribers
QoS Policy Publisher Value Subscriber Value
DURABILITY TRANSIENT LOCAL TRANSIENT LOCAL
RELIABILITY BEST EFFORT RELIABLE
HISTORY KEEP ALL KEEP LAST
RESOURCE LIMITS LENGTH UNLIMITED 1
We have used certain QoS policies in our experimentation work through which
the behavior of system is analyzed with the help of default and modified QoS policy
values. The default values for these QoS policies can be seen in Table 4.4, while
the modified QoS policies values are shown in Table 4.5. By changing the values
of QoS policies we have analyzed that we can change the behavior of our system
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according to our own requirements. Default value for DURABILITY QoS policy
is VOLATILE for both publishers and subscribers, that means middleware does
not keep any data samples for late joining participants due to which scalability can
be affected. This value is modified to TRANSIENT LOCAL, because it allows
us to deliver data samples to any late joining new participant. In this way any
late joining participant may become part of communication system if it holds
same features of declared topics. Default value of RELIABILITY QoS policy
is RELIABLE for publishers and BEST EFFORT for subscribers. These values
are swapped in publishers and subscribers to analyze latency and throughput
behavior at both sides. In case of BEST EFFORT the Data Writer is free to
write all the time without noticing the queue size of Data Reader thus it increases
latency and throughput, while RELIABLE ensures the successful data transfer
to subscriber and limits Data Writer's queue to 50 samples only that results in
low latency. HISTORY and RESOURCE LIMITS QoS policies are chosen to
support RELIABILITY QoS because for RELIABLE value, it has to resend the
data samples according to HISTORY and RESOURCE LIMITS QoS settings.
Simulation behavior according to Figure 4.3 is implemented by employing one
to one and many to many communication model. All the domain participants
are considered to be in single domain. We have used three machines at a time in
which one is used as a publisher device of Smart grid and other two machines as
subscriber I and subscriber II respectively. First we perform communication test
by sending and receiving different packets of strings on these machines. Latest
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version of RTI DDS Connext 5.2.3 is used to establish communication for both
publisher and subscriber that has two topics shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
Ostinato is an open source tool which is used to generate network traffic at the
rate of 10 Mbps to load the network to get the realistic performance results. C++
code is generated for publishers and subscribers using rtiddsgen utility on Visual
Studio 2012 while Wireshark 1.2.3 and RTI performance test tools are used to do
performance measurement over LAN and WiFi.
4.5 Results and Analysis
Random data values are generated at publisher’s side and sent through a commu-
nication channel to one or more subscribers. The simulation is run on machines
specified in Table 4.3 that are connected through LAN and WiFi. The generated
values are transmitted among these machines and required numeric values are
taken and stored for analysis.

























1-1 7.8271 12.7639 9.2689 43.52 7.2536 13.2871 9.1283 52.15
2-2 7.9917 14.2877 9.9927 41.29 7.7712 14.1132 10.6148 55.27
3-3 8.7113 15.8376 11.2894 54.21 8.0182 15.2665 12.0011 41.20
4-4 9.0285 16.3679 13.8932 62.38 9.9175 17.2651 13.7651 47.89
5-5 10.2643 18.1661 14.9028 56.81 10.5254 17.8917 14.8716 42.01
6-6 11.4325 20.3718 15.8929 45.29 11.7355 19.9013 15.5562 33.28
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1-1 9.3672 15.6327 12.7253 65.16 9.8981 15.7253 12.5137 60.65
2-2 9.9816 17.2737 14.6927 31.27 10.3673 17.9873 13.9001 49.18
3-3 10.7365 18.3864 15.9185 53.84 12.3379 19.3720 16.1526 48.29
4-4 11.2657 20.8509 17.8135 56.28 13.8276 21.0019 17.7256 39.97
5-5 13.1736 22.1899 18.4162 46.53 15.9871 23.1739 19.2567 51.48
6-6 15.2637 24.7251 20.1427 50.17 16.9908 25.0190 20.8716 57.34



















1-1 1.87 1.56 3.38 3.36
2-2 2.16 2.34 3.48 4.16
3-3 2.99 3.33 4.28 4.82
4-4 3.76 3.60 4.91 5.21
5-5 3.89 4.24 5.28 5.76
6-6 4.21 4.70 5.87 5.79
4.5.1 Latency and Jitter analysis
We used packet sizes from 100 to 200 Bytes based on data structure size in topics
for our scenarios to perform latency and jitter tests. One to one and many to many
model based experiments are performed and numeric values are taken to calculate
latency and jitter. 12,000 to 60,000 packets are sent and received among machines
and tests were repeated 10 to 15 times to get more precise results. Latency and
jitter results are calculated according to the scenarios of publishers and subscribers
shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.9. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the behavior of latency with
default and modified QoS settings. The latency is calculated using equation 4.1.
Similarly Table 4.8 shows the results of jitter that is calculated using equation 4.2.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the latency graph that contains comparison between
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default and modified QoS settings over LAN and WiFi. While Figures 4.12 and
4.13 show jitter graphs that contain the comparison between default and modified
QoS settings over LAN and WiFi. Latency and jitter is calculated at publisher
side while considering the additional network traffic load. It can be analyzed that
latency and jitter obtained with default QoS policies values are lesser compared
to modified QoS policies values. This behavior is obtained due to the RELIABLE
value of RELIABILITY QoS policy at publisher side which is the default value,
while modified value of RELIABILITY QoS policy that is BEST EFFORT, offers
more latency and jitter. The graph for each scenario can be examined where
latency and jitter slightly increase when number of publishers and subscribers
increase with both default and modified QoS policies settings. This is because of
the increase in domain participants or traffic in single communication channel in
a given point of time.
Figure 4.10: Latency comparison over LAN with default and modified QoS settings
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Figure 4.11: Latency comparison over WiFi with default and modified QoS set-
tings
Figure 4.12: Jitter comparison over LAN with default and modified QoS settings
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Figure 4.13: Jitter comparison over WiFi with default and modified QoS settings
Through above graphs we can analyze that by changing the values and settings
of various QoS policies, we can modify performance efficiency of the system and
can achieve desired results. As by tuning various QoS policies settings, our latency
and jitter performance can be changed according to system requirements.
4.5.2 Throughput analysis
Throughput depends on packet size and number of packets sent over a commu-
nication channel. 12,000 to 110,000 packets were sent and received by publish-
ers and subscribers respectively. Total time consumed for this transmission was
recorded and throughput is calculated through equation 4.3. The experiment
was conducted 10 times to get more accurate results. Tables 4.9 and 4.10 show
the results obtained for throughput with default and modified QoS settings over
LAN and WiFi. Throughput is also measured at the publisher side with default
that is RELIABLE and modified that is BEST EFFORT values of RELIABIL-
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ITY QoS policy. It can be analyzed that throughput with modified QoS policies
is higher than the default values because Data Writer of publisher writes all the
time without taking in account the queue size of Data Reader of subscriber, when
RELIABILITY QoS policy is set to BEST EFFORT. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show
the throughput graphs. As we can see throughput increases with number of pub-
lishers and subscribers so it conveys a proportional behavior which is a legitimate
one because throughput increases with increase in traffic.





















1-1 6.31 12.43 6.91 5.62 13.01 7.43
2-2 6.52 11.81 7.52 6.28 13.56 8.19
3-3 7.72 12.51 7.91 7.34 13.91 8.88
4-4 7.95 14.71 8.61 7.92 14.37 9.71
5-5 8.89 14.61 10.73 8.72 14.83 10.29
6-6 12.49 16.10 11.91 8.99 15.91 12.19





















1-1 7.63 14.72 10.34 7.52 15.72 13.62
2-2 8.67 15.89 12.63 8.62 17.92 15.05
3-3 11.82 17.25 14.82 10.62 19.52 16.78
4-4 12.52 18.83 14.58 11.53 19.45 15.72
5-5 14.82 19.76 17.26 12.83 21.62 18.53
6-6 14.09 19.93 16.99 13.89 22.61 20.17
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Figure 4.14: Throughput comparison over LAN with default and modified QoS
settings
Figure 4.15: Throughput comparison over WiFi with default and modified QoS
settings
Simulation graphs describes the over all behavior of the system where through-
put increases tremendously by changing the values and settings of various QoS
policies, we can change and increase performance efficiency of the system and
achieve our desired results based on certain QoS settings. As by doing certain
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modifications in QoS policies settings mentioned in Table 4.5, our throughput
performance has increased tremendously both over LAN and WiFi.
For each experiment, extra network traffic is generated keeping in view the
heavily loaded Smart grid network and then the results are obtained. The num-
ber of publishers and subscribers are ranged from 1 to 6 because our case study
depends upon six publishers and six subscribers in total, where performance mea-
surement efficiency slightly decreases with these many participants. It is expected
that latency and jitter will remain stable with increase in publishers and sub-
scribers with default topic size of 65KB while this behavior may change with
topic sizes of 256KB or more.
As Smart grid devices need a reliable communication platform that can also
provide interoperability. DDS is much useful to implement such devices in Smart
grid communication infrastructure. DDS offers rich sets of QoS policies that can
be used for flexible and definite outcomes. For ANSI C12.19, communication
experiments of end devices are performed over LAN and WiFi to prove real time
feature of our proposed framework. Experimental results of latency, jitter and
throughput show that this middleware can withstand with tight communication
requirements while providing low latency and jitter, consuming less bandwidth
and maximizing average throughput with zero packet loss or error. However it
can be analyzed that latency and jitter is proportional to the number of domain
participants due to increase in traffic. These results are encouraging to deploy







Integration of sustainable energy renewables is must in Smart grid. These renew-
ables have much different characteristics and properties in terms of manufacturing,
operation, control and data management. So they exhibit large amount of hetero-
geneity and are difficult to integrate with Smart grid at the same time. Sustainable
energy renewables include Wind Turbine, Solar Energy, Wave Power, Hydro Elec-
tricity, Geothermal energy, Bio energy and Tidal Power etc. It is essential to
control and measure the operational behavior of these renewables in order to get
maximum efficiency for which real time data monitoring and analysis is necessary
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to make subtle decisions. We have introduced RTI Connext DDS middleware for
real-time data monitoring and control of energy renewables in Smart grid. All of
these systems has a controller or embedded system which will publish and sub-
scribe data to a control station in Smart grid. Figure 5.1 describes an overview
Figure 5.1: Overview of Energy renewables integration in Smart Grid based on
RTPS Data Distribution Service (DDS)
of integration of energy renewables in Smart Grid based on Real Time Publish
Subscribe Data Distribution Service (DDS) in which energy renewables and Smart
Grid control unit communicate with each other via DDS middleware. The control
unit is responsible for command and control of all the devices in Smart grid so it
makes decisions based on data collected through renewables via DDS and trans-
mits this data over distribution system to other devices if necessary. Similarly
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consumers may also generate their own electricity and send back to grid via two
way communication channel based on DDS.
5.1 Energy renewables implementation over
DDS
Figure 5.1 shows the actual implementation of real time publish subscribe DDS
based application of energy renewables. Smart grid control unit and energy ren-
wables are domain participants that communicate with each other being in the
same network. Separate topics have been formed for each renewable and in this
scenario, energy renewables are acting as publishers to publish the data towards
Smart grid control unit. Each publisher has data writers that write the data on
topics. On the other hand Smart grid control unit is acting like a subscriber that
has data readers to read the data from topics. In this way energy renewables and
Smart grid control unit communicate through topics that reside in global data
space.
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Figure 5.2: Communication methodology over DDS domain
For our experimental work setup we have construct our IDL file using six topics
that are shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.8 respectively. The IDL file is generated through
data structures of data control parameters of Wind Turbine [58] [59], Solar Photo
Voltaic (PV) cell [60] [61], Geothermal energy [62] [63], Wave Energy [64] [65],
Bio energy [66] [67] and Tidal Power [68] [69] obtained from different vendors,
installers and literature work. We have develop a methodology so far based on
our IDL file to establish communication among publish subscribe energy renewable
applications or devices. When there is a need to transmit some data, renewables
will deliver these data structures to data writer. The data writer analyzes the
data whether it is according to structure of specified topic, if so then data writer
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writes the data on related topic. Now its time for publisher to publish the data
over a communication channel.
Figure 5.3: Wind Turbine IDL definition
Figure 5.4: Solar PV IDL definition
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Figure 5.5: Geothermal energy IDL definition
Figure 5.6: Wave energy IDL definition
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Figure 5.7: Bioenergy IDL definition
Figure 5.8: Tidal power IDL definition
Publisher will publish data based on QoSs it offered. The performance of data
might be different based on certain QoS parameters settings. Similarly on the
other side there will be a subscriber waiting for the data that also has certain
requested set of QoS parameters. QoS parameters setting on both ends is very
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subtle and difficult because some times QoS settings may contradict with each
other that may result in incorrect outcomes that are very crucial in real time
distributed applications. In this case both the communicating ends deals with
Smart grid real time distributed system so one must be careful for QoS settings
at each deployments. Subscriber will subscribe data from topic inserted by the
publisher. Once the data is inserted in the topic by energy renewables, Smart grid
control panel that requires this data will read this data through Data Reader. The
data structures delivered and obtained will be same instead of just one or two fields
for example time of delivery and time of received. The Smart grid control unit
will now get data for further processing.
5.2 Energy renewables integration scenarios
Based on DDS components and architecture, we have made different scenarios
for integration of energy renewables in Smart grid. In these scenarios, there is
a Smart grid control station on one side and on the other side there are energy
renwables, which will keep increasing. Same communication channel is used for
all scenarios.
Our first scenario depicts the integration of wind turbines into Smart grid using
DDS middleware. Because there more chances for several wind turbines to be
deployed so we have taken three of them for publishing the data. Scenario 1 is
shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Energy renewables implementation Scenario 1
Similarly in second scenario we have added solar panels along with wind tur-
bines to analyze the communication behavior. Scenario two is depicted in Figure
5.10 while other scenarios are depicted in Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 where
geothermal energy, wave energy, tidal power and bio-energy are depicted respec-
tively.
Figure 5.10: Energy renewables implementation Scenario 2
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Figure 5.11: Energy renewables implementation Scenario 3
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Figure 5.12: Energy renewables implementation Scenario 4
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Figure 5.13: Energy renewables implementation Scenario 5
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Figure 5.14: Energy renewables implementation Scenario 6
5.3 Experimental Setup
The hardware and software specifications used in experimental work is shown in
Table 5.1. The experiment is performed on King Fahd University of Petroleum
and Mineral’s network.
Simulation behavior based on DDS is analyzed by employing many to one and
many to many communication model. All the domain participants are considered
to be in single domain. We have used two machines in which one is used as
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a publisher device to publish data parameters of energy renewables and other
machine as subscriber device of Smart grid control panel to subscribe that data,
but these machines may also be used for both purposes at the same time. First
we perform communication test by sending and receiving different packet sizes
of 106, 110, 222, 226, 254, 266, 270 and 302 Bytes based on data structure sizes
in various topics. RTI DDS Connext 5.2.0 is used to establish communication
for both publishers and subscribers that has six topics shown in Figures 5.3 to
5.8. Extra network traffic of 10 Mbps is generated through Ostinato to load the
network keeping in view the highly loaded network of Smart grid. C++ code
of publishers and subscribers is generated through rtiddsgen utility and run on
Visual Studio 2012 while Wireshark 1.2.3 and RTI performance test tools are used
for performance measurement over LAN and WiFi.
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5.4 Results and analysis
Random data values along with extra network traffic are generated at publisher’s
side and sent through a communication channel to one or more subscribers. The
simulation is run on machines specified in Table 5.1 that are connected through
LAN and WiFi. Data samples according to topic data structures are transmitted
among these machines and required numeric values of all performance metrics are
taken and stored for analysis.
5.4.1 Latency and jitter analysis
We used different packet sizes based on data types for our scenario to perform
latency and jitter tests. Latency is measured through performance test tools
provided by RTI Inc. using equation 4.1 while Jitter is measured through equation
4.2. Many to one and many to many model based experiments are performed and
numeric values are taken to calculate latency and jitter. A large number of packets
are sent and received among machines and tests were repeated 10 to 15 times
to get more precise results. Same QoS policies are used for energy renewables
experimentation as shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Table 5.2 shows the results
of latency with respect to default QoS policies values while Table 5.3 shows the
latency with respect to modified QoS policies values. Similarly Table 5.4 shows the
jitter behavior over LAN and WiFi with default and modified QoS policies values.
It can be analyzed that default QoS policies values offer less latency compared to
modified QoS policies.
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3-1 8.3784 14.3682 11.3678 43.02 9.3578 14.2091 11.9270 64.49
6-2 9.3781 16.5900 13.4674 48.28 10.3672 16.3894 13.8788 56.78
7-3 9.9038 17.4789 14.2789 53.29 11.4782 18.4992 15.1029 51.36
10-4 10.3789 19.6082 16.7821 56.39 11.7629 20.7738 16.3972 47.41
11-5 12.4678 21.9895 17.4890 36.48 12.4782 21.4572 17.4976 49.39
12-6 13.4801 23.8725 18.0981 50.38 13.5779 24.0018 18.3692 51.43

























3-1 11.6359 18.3787 14.6321 34.38 11.9277 19.3651 14.8261 54.21
6-2 12.3678 19.4142 16.3269 45.29 12.4674 20.3671 17.8276 62.29
7-3 14.7849 20.6358 17.8917 56.37 14.4878 22.3681 18.7618 58.30
10-4 15.9737 22.3661 19.9971 53.02 16.3868 22.4787 20.1723 52.48
11-5 16.4679 24.1528 21.8379 41.37 16.7891 24.7582 22.3761 48.29
12-6 18.3762 26.4672 23.7369 43.47 18.3876 25.6572 24.2451 42.90



















3-1 1.99 2.10 4.27 4.63
6-2 2.71 2.67 5.18 5.83
7-3 3.01 3.32 5.29 5.81
10-4 4.52 4.71 6.73 7.11
11-5 4.81 5.12 7.30 7.32
12-6 5.78 5.84 7.98 8.29
Figure 5.15: Latency comparison over LAN with default and modified QoS settings
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Figure 5.16: Latency comparison over WiFi with default and modified QoS set-
tings
Figure 5.17: Jitter comparison over LAN with default and modified QoS settings
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Figure 5.18: Jitter comparison over WiFi with default and modified QoS settings
Figure 5.15 shows the comparison of mean latency over LAN with default and
modified QoS policies values while Figure 5.16 shows the mean latency comparison
over WiFi with default and modified QoS policies. It can be analyzed that default
QoS policies values offer less latency than modified QoS policies over both LAN
and WiFi. This is again due to the default value RELIABLE of RELAIBILITY
QoS policy, because it stops publishing data samples when Data Reader queue is
full while modified value BEST EFFORT writes all the time without noticing the
queue size of Data Reader. Results are taken for both default and modified QoS
settings with respect to different numbers of publishers and subscribers according
to scenarios that were shown in Figures 5.9 to 5.14. Similarly jitter behavior is
shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 where it can be seen that jitter is also less with
respect to default values compared with modified QoS policies for both LAN and
WiFi. All the results here show that we can change the behavior of our system
by just changing the QoS settings according to requirements. The graph for each
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scenario can be examined where latency and jitter is almost stable with increasing
number of publishers and subscribers. This behavior of Latency is much accept-
able in RTPS systems where traffic increases gradually in single communication
channel at a given point of time.
5.4.2 Throughput analysis
Throughput depends on packet size and number of packets sent over a communi-
cation channel. Large amount of packets were sent and received by publisher and
subscriber respectively. Total time consumed for this transmission was recorded
to calculate throughput. The experiment was conducted 10 times to get more
accurate results. Table 5.5 shows the results obtained for throughput with re-
spect to default QoS policies while Table 5.6 shows the throughput results with
respect to modified QoS values. Throughput is measured at the publisher side
with RELIABLE and BEST EFFORT values of RELIABILITY QoS policy.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the throughput graphs with default and modified
QoS settings for LAN and WiFi. It can be analyzed that throughput with modified
QoS policies is higher than the default values because BEST EFFORT sends data
without considering queue size as RELIABILITY does. As we can see throughput
increases with number of publishers and subscribers so it conveys a proportional
behavior which is a legitimate one because throughput increases with increase in
traffic.
Throughout the experiments number of publishers and subscribers are increas-
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ing based on scenarios and performance measurement efficiency also decreases with
these many participants. It is expected that more increase in number of partic-
ipants will follow same course of measurement that has obtained in experiments
of latency, jitter and throughput.





















3-1 9.59 14.56 11.38 10.18 15.39 11.26
6-2 10.47 16.49 13.46 10.24 26.83 13.84
7-3 11.56 18.82 16.28 11.43 18.53 15.98
10-4 12.83 19.04 17.36 12.72 19.63 17.01
11-5 15.84 12.48 19.94 12.72 22.7 19.99
12-6 17.49 24.90 21.36 18.01 24.48 21.65





















3-1 11.96 18.36 14.29 11.01 18.28 14.10
6-2 13.79 20.50 16.37 12.03 21.46 16.68
7-3 14.67 13.79 18.58 14.83 13.01 19.04
10-4 16.36 25.96 20.92 16.99 24.91 20.56
11-5 17.62 26.62 23.58 18.26 25.38 23.91
12-6 18.71 28.68 24.58 18.98 27.30 24.09
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Figure 5.19: Throughput comparison over LAN with default and modified QoS
settings
Figure 5.20: Throughput comparison over WiFi with default and modified QoS
settings
Our experimental work shows that most of the distributed systems such as
Smart grid includes transmission of system states and data control parameters,
therefore, it needs high data rates. DDS is a middleware that can provide inter-
operability and mediation especially in constrained and mission critical environ-
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ments. It is a data centric communication paradigm that provides high efficiency
and abstraction to distinguished data types. The results show that DDS provides
such excellent communication platform for such diverse applications of integration
of energy renewables in Smart grid. They propose low latency high throughput
and efficient bandwidth utilization for limited data sizes. It has seen from lit-
erature study that very few attention is provided on DDS based middleware for
distributed real time mission critical applications such as Smart grid. Here per-
forming some networking experimental work we have concluded that DDS based
middleware can withstand diverse communication requirements of real time and
mission critical applications such as Smart grid. DDS solves the problems for in-
tegration of diverse applications and systems such as energy renewables in Smart
grid by providing a complete communication infrastructure.
5.5 Socket IO Client Server model based imple-
mentation
Socket IO is a web socket API based client server model that is used for asyn-
chronous bidirectional real time communication. Single TCP socket is used during
communication either through secure or unsecure protocol that is ‘ws‘ and ‘wss‘
respectively from client and server. Socket applications may be executed in Sa-
fari, Opera, Chrome and Firefox. There are many applications that can be made
using Socket IO with high efficiency and performance such as real time analyt-
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ics, binary streaming, instant chat and messaging, document collaboration and
so on [18]. Figure 5.21 depicts our communication model of energy renewables in
Smart Grid in which server sends the values of energy renewables based on the
requests of clients either via LAN or WiFi.
Figure 5.21: SocketIO based client server communication model
5.6 Comparison of SocketIO with DDS
Experimental work related to SocketIO web application is conducted using ad-
ditional android devices (clients) as shown in Figure 5.21 on Node.js 5.0.0 using
JavaScript language. Similar structures were made as in IDLs for energy renew-
ables in data base of server and random values were sent to clients on per their
requests.
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5.6.1 Results and analysis
For SocketIO, random values are generated at server side and sent to clients on per
their requests. Server based simulation ran on machines specified in Table 5.1 that
were connected through LAN and WiFi. The generated values are transmitted
among these machines and required numeric values are taken and stored through
Wireshark for analysis.
5.6.2 Latency analysis
We have used different packet sizes for our scenario to perform latency tests. For
DDS, default QoS settings are used to make comparison with SocketIO based
client server model. One to many model based experiments are performed and
numeric values are taken to calculate latency. One to many model for DDS is
adopted due to client server one to many communication model, to obtain exact
comparable results for both models. 12,000 to 60,000 packets are sent and received
among machines and tests were repeated several times to get more precise results.
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the results of latency of SocketIO based client server
model and publish subscribe based DDS model respectively. Figures 5.22 and
5.23 shows the average latency graph over LAN and WiFi with respect to one
to many models. The graph for each scenario can be examined where latency in
SocketIO based client server model is approximately two times higher than DDS
publish subscribe model.
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1-1 17.3674 25.4671 21.5628 16.9487 25.0390 20.8726
1-2 17.5628 26.3885 21.9910 17.4663 25.8009 21.8911
1-4 18.4785 27.9573 22.8193 18.5622 26.4591 22.8583
1-6 18.9836 28.7624 23.5618 19.7738 27.8693 23.4589
1-8 19.4591 29.8577 24.3884 20.3370 29.5882 24.5782
1-10 20.6573 29.8989 25.3672 21.4982 29.7887 25.0284





















1-1 5.4785 14.5783 9.3771 5.2763 14.2291 9.9163
1-2 5.9090 15.6833 10.3887 6.4884 15.6982 10.4820
1-4 6.3895 16.7863 11.8917 7.8710 16.3516 11.7509
1-6 7.0948 16.6990 12.7800 8.5791 17.4992 12.5629
1-8 8.9689 17.8732 13.8173 8.8778 18.5903 13.5290
1-10 9.4872 19.5886 14.8748 9.4567 19.7043 14.1521
Figure 5.22: Latency analysis between Client Server and DDS over LAN
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Figure 5.23: Latency analysis between Client Server and DDS over WiFi
In experiments number of subscribers and clients are ranged from 1 to 10 while
number of publisher is only 1. This is design is kept to make one to one correspon-
dence among both communication models. It can be analyzed that, with random
inclusion of domain participants the performance measurement efficiency is al-
most stable even with these many participants. It is expected that more increase
in number of subscribers or clients will follow same course of measurement that
has obtained in experiments of latency. In the end we have compared the latency
results of SocketIO and DDS model with already published results of Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) and Simple Object Access Pro-
tocol (SOAP) based client server model. Murlitharan Krishnan, et al. [74] have
implemented Web services based Home Area Management system in Smart grid.
They have measured the latency performance by establishing communication be-
tween consumer, home appliances and service providers in Smart grid. As authors
have obtained their results on LAN so we have also compared our LAN results of
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SocketIO and DDS based models with SOAP and CORBA to make more accurate
comparison.


















1-1 52 48 21.5628 9.3771
1-2 53 44 21.9910 10.3887
1-3 53 46 22.1287 11.2573
1-4 57 50 22.8193 11.8917
1-5 51 48 23.3781 12.4781
1-6 55 49 23.5618 12.7800
1-7 50 50 23.8819 13.6482
1-8 58 49 24.3884 13.8173
1-9 57 48 24.8891 14.3782
1-10 53 50 25.3672 14.8748
Table 5.9 shows the latency results of SOAP, CORBA, SocketIO and DDS
based communication models. All of the models used 1 Server and 1 to 10 Clients
while 1 publisher and 1 to 10 Subscribers are used in DDS model to provide one
to one correspondence with other models.
Figure 5.24: Latency analysis between CORBA, SOAP, SocketIO and DDS
Figure 5.24 shows the graph of latency comparison of all the models. Latency
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results of SOAP and CORBA based communication models are obtained through
already published results while results of SocketIO and DDS based communication
models are calculated. As SocketIO client server model is Node.js based state of
the art technology so it outperforms SOAP and CORBA based models while DDS





As we deal with so many limitations in regular existing power grid so we need
to shift towards Smart grid that provides numerous functionalities on demand
but has high complexity in terms of heterogeneity. It has been analyzed that in
order to provide interoperability and establish communication between numerous
heterogeneous devices of Smart grid a QoS providing middleware is required. Sev-
eral middleware architectures for Smart grid have been proposed in literature but
they only provide limited functionality. Based on experimental study it can be
concluded that DDS is the most suitable middleware for Smart grid communica-
tion devices. In this work data communication experiments based on DDS using
Smart grid standards and energy renewables are performed over RTI Connext.
DDS offers data-centric publish subscribe paradigm to provide abstraction for
complex data representations of Smart grid devices. The results show that DDS
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deployment over communication channel can fulfill the requirements of real time
systems. It offers high throughput and low latency along with high efficiency,
reliability and flexibility. Results acquired here are encouraging to make more
advancements in the respected field as this technology implementation is a severe
need of an hour.
For future directions, DDS is essential to be deployed in almost every field of
Smart grid such as Smart meters and Smart homes. As Smart grid standards are
emerging day by day to improve the over all efficiency and to standardize whole
grid so DDS must be analyzed to accomodate with future coming standards.
Moreover there are several different networking technologies on which DDS may
be deployed and analyzed as part of Smart grid communication infrastructure.
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